
 

South Africa's first Digital Craft Lion awarded to Grey
Africa

Grey Africa and WPP-Liquid were recognised at the 2021 Cannes Lions International Festival of Creativity, receiving two
Bronze Lions in the categories: Direct > Use of Mobile and Digital Craft > Technology > Native and built-in features (an SA
first).

Savanna Cider’s "Decolonise Autocorrect" creative campaign won two Cannes Lions Bronze awards and three shortlists

The Cannes Lions Festival is the world's largest annual awards show in advertising, marketing and communications. The
festival was cancelled in 2020 due to Covid-19. This year, judging and announcement of the winning works from the 2020
and 2021 competitions has been conducted online.

The Bronze Lions received by Grey Africa and WPP-Liquid, was awarded for the “Decolonize Autocorrect” initiative –
which created a multi-cultural language exploit that updated autocorrect to include all 11 languages.
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"It's wonderful to see this campaign being awarded on the global stage and I'm even more delighted that it's won South
Africa's first Digital Craft Lion," announces Fran Luckin, chief creative officer at Grey Advertising Africa.

“Decolonise Autocorrect” also recently received two coveted Mobile Merits at the One Show and a Silver Clio in the
Digital/Mobile – Emerging Technologies category. The “Decolonise Autocorrect” initiative is an example of how a creative
idea can be manifested by technology when incorporated into a once unachievable campaign.

Savanna Cider’s "Decolonise Autocorrect" creative campaign entry board for Cannes Lions Awards

click to enlarge

Steph van Niekerk, creative director at Grey Advertising Africa, explains: “From my very first day on the Savanna account,
my dream has been to win international awards on this iconic local brand. Cannes has proven that this is entirely possible,

Savanna, Grey Africa/WPP Liquid awarded 2 coveted Mobile Merits at the One Show
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and we will continue to challenge and push ourselves to do even better next year. What is exciting is that this upward
creative trajectory is translating into tangible business results – with Savanna seeing unprecedented growth in volumes and
brand equity.”

The Grey team worked for two years to create the technology to transcribe a language at 500 words each. Savanna has
long been known for its dry sense of humour, South Africans like to laugh at ourselves, 11 official languages and only the
one option, colonialist English. Such practices sadly erode our cultural heritage and as such the campaign was also
addressing a societal problem.

Savanna Cider’s "Decolonise Autocorrect" creative campaign won two Cannes Lions Bronze awards

For Grey and the WPP-Liquid team to be recognised in pioneering and innovative categories is testament to effectiveness
in navigating the industry with game-changing campaigns and illustrates the value of sticking with a creative idea for as long
as it takes to execute. Over two years in the making.

"I am so incredibly proud to work alongside such an exceptional creative agency but, more than that, I'm thrilled that the cut
through work behind these awards is also winning with consumers. The positive momentum in brand equity and volume
growth over the last year is testament to that,” says Maija-Llina Hansen-Chipps, Savanna and RTDs marketing lead at
Distell.



This year, Fran Luckin was interviewed on the exclusive Cannes Live TV platform, where she discussed creativity,
technology and what it means to bring home South Africa’s first Digital Craft Lion.
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New creative chapter: Metropolitan teams up with Grey South Africa 20 Feb 2024

Krispy Kreme MENA chooses Grey Dubai as their strategy and creative agency 31 Jan 2024

Grey appoints Tlali Taoana as president of Grey South Africa 4 Dec 2023

Burger King South Africa spreads smiles with 'The Small Pleasures' campaign 14 Nov 2023

Burger King unveils exciting "Full-on SA Flavour" campaign for Peri-Peri Chicken range 31 Oct 2023
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